Lock pick diagram

Last Updated: November 18, References Approved. This article was co-authored by our trained
team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There
are 15 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article
has 17 testimonials from our readers, earning it our reader-approved status. This article has
been viewed 8,, times. Learn more Lock picking is an incredibly useful skill and it can be a
lifesaver if you lose or forget your keys. With some simple tools and a little patience, you can
crack just about any tumbler lock, giving you access to everything from secured doors to
closed padlocks. To pick a lock, you'll need a tension wrench, which will turn the lock, and a
pick, which will pop the pins inside of the lock so that it can be turned. If you don't have
professional lock-picking tools, you can pull the end of a paper clip out to form a 90 degree
angle with the rest of the clip, or use the bumpy end of a bobby pin for your pick. For the
tension wrench, you can use a flathead screwdriver or bend a paper clip into a single length and
fold it in half to make it thicker. First, insert the tip of your tension wrench into the bottom of
your lock. Push it in far enough that it catches in the grooves of your lock, so you can turn it
once the lock is released. Then, insert your pick into the top of the lock while holding your
tension wrench in place. To pick the lock, slide the pick underneath the first pin, which will be
the first obstacle in the top of the lock, and push it all the way up. Then, work your pick forward
a little until you reach the second pin. Giggle your pick up and down until you get underneath
the second pin, then lift it up. Repeat this process for every pin in the lock until the tension
wrench turns and opens the lock. For tips on picking your tools and working with rusty locks,
read the article! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people
around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar
contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please
consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work
in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related
Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Check the condition of the lock. You won't be able to pick a
lock if it's broken. Rusted locks may be frozen shut no matter how skillful your lock picking
technique is. Investigate the overall condition of a lock before attempting to pick it. Gather your
lock picking supplies. A professional lock picking kit will contain tools like tension wrenches,
picks, and raking tools. You may need to go to a specialty store, like a spy store or a locksmith,
or an online seller to buy a lock picking set. Although owning a lock picking set is legal in most
regions, if caught by police with these tools on you, there may be laws that require you to prove
you weren't intending on committing a crime. Identify the uses of the three main tools in lock
picking. Knowing the uses and names of basic lock picking tools will make it easier to talk
about them. This is especially important because pop culture has misrepresented some tools.
Also called a torque wrench, this tool is a thin piece of metal with flared ends. It is L-shaped or
Z-shaped, where the diagonal line of the Z is straight. It is inserted into the plug the part of the
lock that turns to apply tension to it. A lock pick. These generally have a handle that narrows to
a thin, pointed piece of metal that curves slightly at its end. The pick manipulates the inner parts
pins of the lock mechanism. A rake. These are picks with many ridges. Some rakes may have a
triangular point on the end or be rounded. These are scraped across the inside of the lock
mechanism pins to disengage it. Envision the lock mechanism. Each individual lock pin is
actually made up of a set: a key pin and driver pin. When the break between each set of key and
driver pins aligns with the lock turning mechanism, also called the shearline, the lock turns and
opens. The number of pins varies from lock to lock. Padlocks often have 3 or 4, while door locks
generally have 5 to 8. Some locks, especially those in Europe, are situated with the pins at the
bottom of the keyway instead of the top. Lubricate the lock. Pins in the lock may be frozen from
lack of use. Dirtiness can make the lock mechanism difficult to manipulate. Resolve these
problems and give yourself the best chance of picking the lock by applying lock lubricant to it.
Many kinds of lock lubricant have simple spray applicators that allow you to direct lubricant into
the keyway. Part 2 of Note the main goals of the lock picking process. While applying light
pressure with your tension wrench to the keyway, you're going to push up pins inside the
keyway with your pick, one by one. When a pin is lifted enough, the tension from the wrench will
prevent it from falling and the next pin can be set. When all pins are set, the lock will open.
Determine the direction the key turns. Insert your tension wrench into the top or bottom of the
keyway. Gently turn the wrench to apply torque tension to the plug. The plug will turn one way a
little more than the other. This is the direction the key turns. It's easy to apply too much force to
tension wrenches. While getting the feel for picking locks, you may want to only use a single
finger to apply tension to the wrench. Investigate the pins with your pick. Insert your pick into

the keyway. Gently feel the outline of the pins using your pick. Single out one that is accessible.
Apply light but slowly increasing pressure to the pick until you feel the springs of the pin give
way. Remove the pick. Doing so can help you keep track of solved pin positions should you
have to reset the lock and begin picking afresh. By applying increasing pressure to a single pin,
you can test the resistance of the pin springs. Some may be stiffer than others and require more
pressure. Generally, the inner workings of locks are relatively delicate. Always err on the side of
too little force to prevent accidental lock or pick breaking. Apply gentle pressure to the keyway
with a tension wrench. Insert your tension wrench into the bottom or top of the keyway. Turn
the wrench with gentle pressure. Feel how the plug shifts. Release pressure on the wrench.
Repeat this process a few times. Identify the binding pin. Apply gentle pressure to the plug
again with your tension wrench. Insert a pick into the keyway. Lightly touch the pins with your
pick as you apply tension. Release tension on your wrench. Continue this process until you
identify one pin that binds resists more than others when light tension is applied. This is the
first binding pin. When you identify the binding pin, maintain steady pressure on your tension
wrench. Too much pressure will cause the lock to freeze, too little and the pins will reset. Set
pins one at a time with your pick. While maintaining consistent pressure with your tension
wrench, lift the first binding pin with your pick little by little. Eventually, your tension wrench
should turn the plug very slightly. The first pin should now be set in place. Use your pick to find
the next pin that binds more than the remaining ones and similarly lift and set it. Repeat this
until all pins are set. In many common locks, pins will set either front-to-back or back-to-front.
However, keep in mind that this is not always the case. Lifting a pin slowly will allow it to set
more easily. With practice this motion can become significantly more rapid, especially when
paired with the later described raking technique. Applying too much torque to your tension
wrench at any point could cause the lock to freeze. In this case, you'll likely have to relieve
pressure on the wrench to reset the pins and start again. Open the lock. When the last pin sets,
the lock should fully disengage and open. You may have to apply more pressure with your
tension wrench to turn the lock open. A little extra force can be applied with the pick if it's still
inserted in the keyway, though you should take care not to jostle any pins or damage the pick.
Part 3 of Feel out the lock with your tension wrench and pick. Much as you would normally, get
a feel for the plug with your tension wrench. Insert your pick into the keyway and lightly feel the
position of pins. Press a single pin to test pin spring stiffness. Though the raking technique is
generally faster for knowledgeable lock pickers, it operates on the principles of picking a single
pin at a time, and will be easiest for those with some experience picking pins one by one. Rake
the pins with a rake-tool. A normal pick or a rake can be used to perform this maneuver. Apply
light, steady pressure to the plug with your tension wrench. Insert your rake-tool into the
keyway slowly and smoothly. Draw the tool upwards and out of the keyway in a snap. When
drawing your rake-tool out of the keyway, the pressure applied by the tool should be on its tip
only. Your pick should be long enough so that it comes in contact with every pin in the lock
while raking. Listen for pins falling. Raking usually takes multiple attempts before it is
successful. After raking, listen carefully to the lock when relieving pressure on your tension
wrench. The sound of pins falling indicates you're using the correct pressure with your tension
wrench. Draw your rake-tool back and forth along unset pins. Rake the pins as described
previously. While keeping pressure consistent with your tension wrench, use the tip of the tool
to "scrub" unset pins. If the pins refuse to set, release pressure with your wrench and start
again. Continue until the lock disengages and opens. Not Helpful 10 Helpful Slide the card into
the space between the door and the door frame where the lock is. Tilt the card toward the
doorknob to help it slide in along the latch, then bend the card back the other way to push the
latch back. You may need to wiggle the card back and forth a few times to get the latch open.
Not Helpful 15 Helpful There are various ways to pick a lock with household items, such as by
using a credit card, a paperclip or a bobby pin. For detailed advice on unlocking using everyday
objects, check out the wikiHow How to Pick a Lock with Household Items. Not Helpful 7 Helpful
Not Helpful 9 Helpful 9. You could call a locksmith if you're locked out of your home, car, shed,
etc. Also, check out the various other suggestions in the article above. Not Helpful 6 Helpful 6.
Perhaps, but a lot of them know how to anyway. It's useful for other people to know in case they
ever get locked out if their home, or if they need to urgently get to something or someone
behind a locked door. Not Helpful 22 Helpful Will this break the lock? Am I going to have to
replace the lock after I do this? Using the method described here will not break the lock
permanently. After the pick and wrench are removed, the lock can be re-locked and used again.
Be gentle and only practice on a lock you don't mind losing. Not Helpful 74 Helpful Find a long,
stick-like thing small enough to fit in the hole. Feel around for a very small surface, then press
into it while turning the knob. Not Helpful 29 Helpful Picking a lock in this manner has the same
effect as using a key. Freezing or drilling the lock to open it, however, permanently damages it.

Not Helpful 34 Helpful Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Very simple
locks, like ones for cash boxes or a desk drawers, might not even need to be "picked. Helpful 2
Not Helpful 1. Sanding picks smooth will make it easier for you to slide them into the keyway
and maneuver them. Practice picking locks on simple, inexpensive locks, or even old locks you
might find a secondhand and antique stores. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 2. Submit a Tip All tip
submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Never force your lock picking tools
when working on the lock. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 1. When done properly, lock picking doesn't
harm the lock. However, there is always the risk of damaging the mechanism and ruining the
lock. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. Possession of a lock pick set in some regions might require that
you prove that you had no intention of illegally breaking and entering. Related wikiHows How to.
How to. More References 6. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated:
November 18, Categories: Featured Articles Lock Picking. Article Summary X To pick a lock,
you'll need a tension wrench, which will turn the lock, and a pick, which will pop the pins inside
of the lock so that it can be turned. Italiano: Forzare una Serratura. Bahasa Indonesia: Menjebol
Kunci. Nederlands: Een slot kraken. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read
8,, times. I have never picked a lock until read this article. I have a deadbolt lock that I have no
key for and I just started working at the unlocking technique as stated in this article and I have
been successful on my 2nd and 3d attempts. Adam Jan 17, Larry Bancroft Apr 5, It was well
packed and came as advertised. I can see me having a lot of fun playing with this item. Matilda
Swanson Jul 20, Rated this article:. Larry Pickerson Sep 30, The instructions are in-depth.
Thomas Argen Aug 25, Thank you! Hanzi Zsolt Feb 28, Thanks, wikiHow! Shishir G. Apr 9, The
rest is application. Ronald Reed May 22, Pat Sep 4, Angelo Rodriguez Apr 18, Thanks to all
involved! Angelo Rodriguez". Val Burt Jun 22, Anonymous Aug 6, Nieman Jun 27, Mike Salazar
Mar 19, Kaya Manger Nov 27, Bob Jun 13, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this
article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our
cookie policy. Robbef James Oct 28, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories.
Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our
privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Then what?
You know, just in case the world ever goes to shit and our survivalist instincts kick in; lock
picking will go a long way. The purpose of the lock pick is to push the pins to the shear line.
There are of course a ton of different styles of picks that can be used and each of them utilize
their own technique. Out of all the different styles of rake picks, the most popular is the snake
rake. These picks have an elongated, jagged end that can manipulate multiple pins at once, just
as a key does. In addition to the pick, there is also the very important little tool called the torque
wrench. Firstly, it gives us the leverage we need to rotate the plug, just as the key does.
Secondly, and more importantly, it provides the torque necessary to set and hold the pins at the
shear line as we pick them. Without this torque, the pins would simply fall back into the plug
and the lock would forever remain locked. However, be certain to check your local laws because
some may prohibit the possession of lock picks. If you live in the United States, check out this
quick and dirty guide to lock picking laws. For the Macgyvers out there, basic pin tumber locks
can be sucessfully picked using bobby pins as lock picks. So now that we have a fundamental
understanding of the pin tumbler lock and the tools required to pick them, let us finally learn
what we came here to learn. These six simple steps will guide you in how to pick a lock.
Congratulations, you have successfully raked your first lock. While there are a vast variety of
technical definitions surrounding lock picking, none quite resonate well with the absolute
beginner. So, let us define it in terms of the layman. Locks are extremely simple and senseless
creatures that have but one fixed path of operation. This simplicity makes lock picking a very
easy skill to acquire and implement for anyone looking to do so. But to acquire this skill, we
must first learn the very basics of how a key works so that we can learn to mimic it. For the
purpose of this guide, we will be looking at the most simple and commonly utilized lock today:
the pin tumbler lock. This type of lock has been in use for over 6, years yes, really! This type of
mechanism can be found in over 90 percent of the locks used around the world, making it the
most practical suitor for our bypass shenanigans. Additionally, the driver pins are pushed out
of the plug and also remain flush with the shear line. It is at this moment, when the gap between
the key pins and the driver pins is exactly equal to that of the shear line, that we can turn the
key and disengage the lock. As we can see, the goal of lock picking is to manipulate the pins so
they no longer restrict the plug from rotating, just as a key does. Watch Tottenham vs. To we
lock pickers feedback is absolutely everything. It is our sixth sense, our third eye, our
perception within the lock that is beyond ordinary sight. The feedback we sense through our
lock picking tools is what guides us and without it, we are but lonely souls probing the dark

depths, looking for any signs of lifeâ€”but forever finding none. So what better way to hinder
our lock picking efforts than to distort and defile that feedback we so rely on? To make those
sensations that we have spent so long learning to identify act against us rather than for us. This
is the purpose of security pins, to take everything we as lock pickers have acquiredâ€”our
knowledge, our experience, our techniques, and our developed sense of feelâ€”and plot it
against us. While security pins may disrupt the feedback that we have come to know and
understand, they also provide us with some additional types of feedback that not only SCREAM
to us that they are security pins, but also guide us in easily picking them. Ironically enough,
once you understand these crafty little pins, they can actually make a lock very easy to pick.
However, to identify and pick a security pin, we first need to understand how they work. So let's
first start there. The most vital component of lock picking is the torqueâ€”the rotational
tensionâ€”that we apply to the lock's plug. Without this torque, we would not be able to bind the
driver pins nor set and hold them at the shear line. As we can see, we set the driver pin by first
binding it with rotational torque on the plug and then raising it to the shear line. Upon reaching
the shear line, the pin breaks the bind and sits on top of the plugâ€”thus "setting" the pin. So if
we think about it, to hinder a lock picker's efforts, there would have to be some method of
stopping the driver pin from reaching the shear line ifâ€”and only ifâ€”the plug is under tension.
In , Linus Yale Jr. This simple modification would cause the driver pins to "catch" at the shear
line if the plug was lifted under tension. So as we can see, while the driver pin is under tension
and lifted, it rubs against the wall of the plug until the notch meets the shear line and snags.
However, this snag is not only significant because it stops the pin, but also because it fools the
lock picker into believing the pin is set at the shear line when it is in fact under-set. This state of
being snagged and under-set is what we call a "false set" and is the fundamental principle
behind the security pin. So besides the driver pin being snagged and under-set at the shear line,
there are two additional factors of the false set that add to the trickery of fooling us lock pickers
into believing that we have correctly set the pin. The first of these two deceptions is that upon
being falsely set, the gap in the security pin will break the bind and allow the plug to rotate until
it once again finds the nearest pin to bind on See Binding Order. This rotation is very similar to
what we feel when a pin is correctly set at the shear line. However, depending on the type of
security pin used â€” as we will soon see â€” and the depth of the cuts into the pin, this rotation
can often be very dramatic. If there is a huge degree of rotation in the plug, as you will come to
learn and recognize, it is typically a crystal clear sign that we are dealing with a security pin.
The second of these deceptions is that when the driver pin is falsely set, it will no longer be
active in the keyway. This not only tricks the picker into believing the pin is correctly set at the
shear line, but will also lead them down the frustrating road of finding the next binding pin â€”
which they will never find because it's jammed at the shear line and not in the keyway. This will
often lead pickers to the conclusion that they over-set a pin, causing them to release tension,
drop the pins, and start again. However, like before, they will find themselves in the same
aggravating situation as they once again push the security pin to a false set. Before we jump
into the primary types of security pins and how to pick them, it is absolutely crucial that we
understand one last conceptâ€”counter-rotation. So what would happen if we continued to push
at a notched security pin that was in a false set? Let's take a look. As we can see, something
incredible happens. As we push at the pin, it attempts to straighten itself by pivoting around the
area in which it is snagged. This directly causes the opposite side of the driver pin to push back
against the plug causing it to rotate in the opposite direction that we are applying torque, thus
the term counter-rotation. It is a clear indicator that we are dealing with some type of security
pin and that the pin is in a false set. It aids us in picking the security pin by counter-rotating the
plug just enough to push the pin past the jamming point and to the shear line. Now that we fully
understand the fundamental principles behind the security pin, let us finally dive into the most
common type of security pin - the spool pin! Acquiring its name from its seen resemblance to a
spool, the infamous spool pin has the same diameter as a standard pin on both its top and
bottom segments, however, it has a wide horizontal serration making it narrower along its
midsection. First developed in by Linus Yale Jr. But with this simplicity comes a cost. As we will
soon see, the spool pin is not as sneaky as it tries to be. Due to its design, this pin is insanely
easy to detect when in a false set and once detected, just as easy to pick. So how do we go
about identifying a spool pin? Because of their design, once the upper and wider section of the
spool pin crosses the shear line, the plug will rotate significantly more than a standard pin
because it has more distance to travel before it stops on the narrower than usual midsection. It
is this significant rotation that warns us of a spool pin and the potential of a false set.
Additionally, the bottom ridge of the pin will catch at the ledge of the shear line, causing the pin
to stick. There is an additional step to verifying that you are in fact stuck on a spool pin. While
maintaining light tension on the plug, apply a more than usual upward force on the pin. If you

are indeed caught on a spool pin, the bottom ridge of the pin will slightly push back against the
plug as you place pressure on the pin. You will feel an increase in pressure on your tension
wrench as the plug slightly rotates in against it. This backward pressure on the plug is
illustrated below. So now that we have identified our spool pin, the question remaining is how
do we go about picking it? The answer is quite simple. All we have to do is very slightly lighten
up on the pressure applied to the tension wrench and begin very gently pushing on the spool
pin. As you push on the spool you will experience counter-rotation â€” this is good and means
you are doing it right. Continue raising the pin until you feel it set â€” a click or vibration like
you would feel by setting any other pin. There are however two common issues that you may
run into while attempting to pick these pins. The first is that because the spool pin causes the
plug to counter-rotate, some pins that you had previously set could drop back into the plug.
This is normal so don't fret if you have to re-pick pins you have already set. The second
problem is that of over-setting a pin. This occurs when you apply too much force to where the
key pin is pushed past the shear line and sticks. This problem can sometimes be remedied by
release a small amount of tension on the plug and tapping on the pin in hopes of jarring it back
into the plug. However, sometimes over-setting pins may be grounds for release all tension and
beginning again! Your email address will not be published. Excellent tips thanks, I have just
been taught about spools, false setting and counter rotation Forgot your password? Lost your
password? Please enter your email address. You will receive mail with link to set new
password. May 22, Pin Tumbler Lock Picking. Security Pins: A Beginner's Guide. So is this the
end? Are security pins where lock picking goes to die? Not even slightly. This is where our lock
picking skills will flourish! Note: If you are at all uncomfortable or uncertain of what the shear
line is, how a basic pin tumbler lock works, or the process of picking them, I highly recommend
reviewing our basic lock picking guide before continuing. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Regards Jack. Want More? Okay, so you've lost the key to
your I mean your daughter's diary and you need to pick the lock. You've come to the right place!
We are going to cover three different tools that can be used to pick a diary lock without a key.
Struggling to make it fit? Whether it is a small padlock or a tiny keyway, this guide will help you
fit and maneuver your tools within the tiniest of spaces! Well, today is your lucky day. Lock
picking, however, can come into play in one's home security, but often not in a way that many
think. One of the great benefits of learning the skill of lock picking is the unique insight into
security that it grants you. We bring you our top five actionable steps to prevent becoming one
of these statistics. Monthly Questions and Answers 1. This month's questions are about pick
selection for deadbolts, which direction to tension a lock, and why people use lock picking
vises! Let's get to it! Ratyoke is known throughout the entire world for making the best lock
picks in the history of Locksmithing and Locksport. Pick With Confidence! Get Involved.
Connect with thousands of other lock pickers in our FREE online community. Get Started. Sign
in. Remember me. Log in. Reset password. Shopping Cart. There are no products in the cart!
Continue Shopping. Free Shipping Details. Free beginners Lock Picking eBook. Want it for Feb
28 - 03? Originally developed for US Law Enforcement the manual pick gun is a classic piece of
lock picking kit that is reliable, effective and simple to use. The beauty of the manual pick gun is
it's always ready to go. No batteries, no charging, no messing about. Just screw in a needle
spares provided insert, tension wrench and you're ready to go. Roll over photo to zoom in Click
to view expanded images. Manual Lock Pick Gun Up with needles and tension wrench 24
reviews. Restock due. With Ease! Originally developed for US Law Enforcement the manual pick
gun is a classic piece of lock picking kit that is reliable, effective and Roll over image to zoom in
Click to view expanded images. Manual Lock Pick Gun Up with needles and tension wrench.
Many pin cylinder locks will open in seconds with this design classic. The process couldn't be
more simple: Insert tension tool and apply turning pressure Insert pick gun needle into lock
Repeatedly pull trigger Lock opens Stand back and enjoy the glory The beauty of the manual
pick gun is it's always ready to go. Just added to your cart Continue Shopping. Posted On
September 18, by Ralph. This article is designed to set you up for success with lock picking. No
matter if you are brand new to lock picking, a seasoned pro looking to brush up, or anywhere
else in your lock picking journey, this is a resource for you. It will teach you everything you
need to know about how to pick locks. Even though you might not be able to find all the
information you need here, you can still use this piece to discover what it is you still need to
learn. That is because you will have the tools to find out more. The flow of the article is
purposeful, so you might miss some things by skipping around. But if you are so inclined, here
is an easy way to navigate through this very detailed post on how to pick locks:. Almost any
lock that you encounter in the real world is going to be a basic pin tumbler lock. Whether it is a
deadbolt, door knob, or padlock, the most common type of lock uses this type of mechanical
setup. If you already know how a pin tumbler lock works from the various articles I have written

or for some other resource , then feel free to move on to the next section. But without any
knowledge of how a lock functions, it is unlikely that you will be able to manipulate the lock
effectively. For effective lock picking, know how the lock works. Sometimes referred to as the
lock housing or the book, the bible of a lock remains stationary during the use of a key. The
reason it will be referred to as the bible is mainly due to preference, and because it is a term that
is difficult to confuse or conflate with other parts of the lock. When the proper key is inserted
into the lock or lock picking is successful , the springs and driver pins will pass the shear line
and be in the bible exclusively. So for clarity, this part of the lock will be known as the plug for
the purposes of this article. The plug is solely the cylindrical length of metal that rotates within
the bible of the lock, once the key is inserted. You can easily distinguish the plug of the lock
because it has the keyway. You insert your key, or lock pick, into the plug to interact with the
pins. When the plug can rotate, the lock can open. This rotation means that the key pins are in
the plug below the shear line. Milled into the bible and plug are long, interconnecting, holes.
These holes are filled with pins we will talk about the pins more down below. The pins are
stacked with a spring resting in the bible, exerting pressure on the stack of pins. The pin
chambers of the bible line up with those in the plug. This allows the bible to be connected to the
plug. As long as the pins remain overlapping in the plug and the bible through the pin
chambers, the plug cannot rotate, and the lock cannot open. In order for the plug to be able to
rotate within the bible of the lock, there needs to be space between the two parts. This gap is
referred to as the shear line. If anything blocks the shear line, then the lock will not open. For
the lock to open, the pin stacks need to divide at the shear line. Nothing can extend past the
shear line from the plug into the bible. Make sure that pins are above and below the shear line,
and that nothing is getting hung up there. Lock picking when there are security pins will get
more complicated because pins will bind at the shear line and not above or below. When you
are inserting a key or lock picking, the pins that your tools will interact with are the key pins.
The key pins will have different heights. After the lock picking is successful, or the proper key is
inserted, the key pins will remain in the plug. Driver pins are bookended by the springs on one
side and the key pins on the other. Unlike the key pins, driver pins do not have a pointed end.
They are commonly flat on both ends and will have a uniform height for each lock manufacturer.
While lock picking, the driver pins will not come into direct contact with the picks. The driver
pins are manipulated by lifting the key pins. When the lock is picked, the driver pins will be in
the bible along with the springs. Every pin stack needs spring tension in order to keep the pins
from being free moving. The pressure downward or upward, depending on lock orientation
exerted by the springs can differ, even within the same lock. You can tell a pin has set on the
right side of the shear line when you no longer feel spring tension on the pin of that chamber.
The spring must compress and rest in the bible for the plug to rotate and the lock to open. All of
the components of a lock work together so that they only open with the right key. The idea is
that one key opens one lock, but not another. This is because of how the key works. You insert
the proper key for a lock into the keyhole. The key pins which are different sizes are raised by
the grooves on the key. Both the key grooves and the key pins correspond so that even with the
pin stacks having different sizes, they are all elevated to the shear line. When the wrong key is
inserted, a low cut on a key might not elevate the pin stack high enough for the driver pin to
clear the shear line. A key groove that is too high, might elevate the pin stack so that the key pin
is moved to block the shear line. Once the pins are on their respective sides of the shear line,
there is a gap that allows the plug to turn. You can then turn the key, and the plug will rotate.
The rotation of the plug moves a cam or tail piece that retracts a bolt or locking pawl. The lock
is then open. I like to say that lock picking works a little like a key in slow motion, and with the
sequence of events jumbled up. For example, you start with adding a bit of turning pressure to
the plug. This puts tension on the pin stacks, which you will feel released as the lock is picked.
You need to move each pin stack so that the driver pin gets stuck on the bible side of the shear
line. This is the slow motion part of the lock picking process. Where one insert of the proper key
would align the pin stacks, now you need several inserts and some deft movement of the lock
pick. We will get more into this later, but it is important that you understand that lock picking
works by tensioning and manipulating the pin stacks similar to how a key would open the door.
This is the essential premise of lock picking. Lock chambers have to be milled into the metal
and rarely end up in a perfectly straight line or with the exact diameter as each other. This
means that some of the chambers lean more toward the right or left. When you apply rotational
tension to the plug, you can find the binding order of the pin stacks, by feeling for resistance.
That resistance is the pin stack grinding against the metal of the pin chamber, meaning it is
ready to set. The springy pin stacks do not have resistance because their pin chambers align
farther off from the direction of rotational pressure. As the plug turns, the driver pin is given a
ledge to rest on, so that the spring tension will not send it back into the plug. Although you

should not worry about picking security pins right out of the gate, it is important to know what
they are, in case you do encounter them. Security pins are driver pins, and even key pins, that
are cut into shapes that have them catch at the shear line. This effectively jams the lock, as
something is stuck between the boundary of the bible and the plug. However, there will be no
spring tension, as the ledge meant to keep the driver pin on one side of the shear line is keeping
the security stuck in place. This still makes the pin stack feel as though it is not under spring
tension, leading to confusion as to why the lock is not picked. Lock picking requires particular
tools for the job. As you already know, the basics of lock manipulation are that the plug must be
tensioned and that the pins must be moved within the keyway. For more particular guidance as
to what items you need in your first lock pick set , you can take a look at one of our past
articles. But here are the basic tools you need in order to start lock picking. Tension tools come
in a variety of shapes, sizes, and profiles. It is important to have a tension wrench you can
insert into the keyway without blocking the pins. You also need the tension tool not to slip in
the keyway. If you lose tension, you undo all of the lock picking you had done. This will be the
choice tool for how to pick locks the simple way. A rake works on the idea of moving all of the
pins randomly and moving them fast. They are designed to give the best odds for opening a
lock by chance. Hooks can be standard, offset, and come in many different sizes and
thicknesses. They can be used to try and open the lock the simple way, but are more often used
for the method of how to pick locks the hard way. With a hook, you are looking to find
something that can move well in the keyway. It needs to be able to access the pins in a way that
allows each stack to be leveraged. With hooks, you are looking to get the greatest range of
motion while lock picking. There are many ways of getting lock picking tools. Each has their
upsides and pitfalls. But no matter if money, supplies, machining resources, etc. If you are
willing to spend the money, you can save time and effort. But beyond those considerations, you
will also take away some of the guesswork as to the quality you may receive. As long as you
buy your lock picks from the right company , you can know what to expect. Though you might
need to polish the tools or do some cleanup work, there are brands that can give you what you
need to start lock picking straight out of the package. Lock picks are just pieces of thin metal
that are cut to a particular shape. You can get the most popular lock pick profiles, and use those
templates to fabricate your own lock picks. It will take the most amount of time, but you have
the chance of getting something of higher-quality, greater uniqueness, and for less money than
if you bought lock picks online. In a tight spot, you can use bobby pins or paper clips to fashion
improvised lock picks. These types of lock pick tools have the greatest chance of not being
effective. Where you might get dimensions wrong when making your own picks, improvised
picks settle for what you can get. Often improvised picks are for people just looking to test out
the lock picking hobby. They are not ready to make a serious time or monetary commitment.
This is something you can do quickly and easily, but with mixed qualitative results. How to pick
locks begins with proper tension. No matter how you are looking to go about lock picking, it all
begins with how you tension the plug. There are different approaches to even something as
simple as inserting the tension wrench into the keyway. Top of the Keyway â€” Many lock
pickers have a preference for top of the keyway TOK tensioning because certain keyways can
be obstructed with bottom of the keyway tension. Other practical reasons for preference toward
TOK include the fact that they are double-ended, so each tool has two uses. Bottom of the
Keyway â€” Most lock pickers start with bottom of the keyway BOK tension for the simple
reason that most beginner kits only come with these types of tools. They can also be made
easily out of windshield wiper inserts. With BOK you need to be very aware of keeping the tool
from getting jammed up between the plug and the bible. Tensioning from the bottom of the
keyway can quickly slip into preventing the lock from opening. Although you might be tempted
to use bottom of the keyway tools, it may lead to many stumbling first steps when you begin
lock picking. For that reason, TOK might offer a better initial success. Be aware of the types of
problems you are potentially opening yourself up to. Besides the tools you are using, the
biggest concern for tension is the amount you of pressure you are exerting on the lock. How
you tension the lock decides your success with picking. From the Basics of Manipulation
section, you already know that tension is the reason lock picking works. You can make many
mistakes while tensioning. The pressure can be too strong so that all of all the pin stacks are
binding. Or tension can be too weak so that there is not enough rotation for the driver pins to
catch on the ledge of the shear line. Another classic mistake with tensioning is going the wrong
way. If you tension the plug to the right when it should be to the left, you might be able to get
the pins to the right heights, but the lock itself will not open. Always apply tension in the
direction you would turn the key if you were using one. When you pick a lock the wrong way.
You will either need to start over or use a plug spinner to take advantage of the pins being at the
shear line. To find out which way you need to apply tension, feel both ways with your tension

wrench. Feel for the direction that has the most give. It is often the case that the way to turn the
plug is the direction with the most give. Lock picking should be done with your tension turning
towards the side with the most play. As we have discussed in the Lock Picking Tools section,
this method uses a rake tool. Raking is about moving all of the pins at once. The method does
not depend on a deep understanding of what is happening in the lock. That is not the same as
not needing any understanding of how a lock works. This means that you do not need to
understand what is happening precisely in the lock as you manipulate it. But you need to know
the different steps in the process. And if this is not working, what you need to do differently.
Step 1 â€” Insert the tension wrench and apply tension. Making sure it is rotating in the right
direction. Step 7 â€” If the lock does not open, remove tension, change the amount of tension,
and start again. The process is pretty simple, with not much skill involved. However, there are
mistakes you can make. Mistake number one is the amount of tension you are using. And the
second mistake is that the lock will not open with this type of simple lock picking. You might
need to use the hard way of lock picking. Single pin picking SPP is the hard way of lock picking.
This means you have to use something like a hook, as described in the Lock Picking Tools
section. When you are single pin picking, it is exactly what it sounds like. You are moving each
pin individually. You need to understand the innermost workings of the lock. This means
knowing more than how a basic lock works. You need to know how your lock is working as you
pick it. A big part of single pin picking is feeling for the feedback that the lock is giving you. The
lock is communicating to you. You have to feel for resistance, spring tension, and everything
happening in the lock. And you need to feel this pin by pin throughout all of the pin stacks. You
are trying to go pin by pin to feel for the type of resistance that telegraphs the binding order.
Because of the Basics of Lock Manipulation section, you know that the order you have to pick
the lock is randomly determined. Find that order. Step 3 â€” Starting in the back of the lock, lift
each pin as you move to the front of the lock. You can start at the front and work to the back if
that is your preference. Step 5 â€” Lift the pin that is giving you resistance. Ease off of the
tension slightly until that pin stack rises. Step 6 â€” You may hear a click and feel the plug
rotate a bit. But you should also be able to feel the key pin lift without any spring pressure or
resistance. Step 9 â€” If the lock does not open, remove tension, change the amount of tension,
and start again. The most difficult part of this process is understanding what the lock is doing. If
you are not getting the feedback from the lock, or you cannot interpret the feedback, this is the
wrong type of lock picking method. How to pick locks the hard way requires a more intimate
understanding of the lock. More than knowledge, there needs to be a feeling that transfers a
theoretical knowledge into a practical understanding. The best way to improve this skill is to
practice. There is a bit of natural talent that can improve the timetable of progress, but anyone
can get lucky or feel as though they have lost all of their progress. The trick is to stay calm and
focus on the fundamentals. As we have already discussed in the Basics of Manipulation
section, security pins change the way that manipulation works by adding a layer of additional
complexity. It helps to know how to identify when a lock is not opening because of security
pins. Because of how these pins work, they will give the feeling that the driver pins have set
above the shear line, but the driver pins are actually jamming between the plug and the bible.
The sensation you feel with a pin that has set in this way gives the misleading lack of spring
tension you would associate with a set pin. The likelihood of a false set can be increased when
pin chambers are threaded or counter milled. This type of precaution creates more ledges in the
lock for the security pins to catch on. The lock will often telegraph why it is not opening. To pick
a lock with security pins, you need to know what type of security pin you are picking. In the
world of locksport, you can get incredibly complicated and unique security pins. Pins such as
the pin in pin security pins and hand sculpted designs can create many unique challenges, but
there are too many possibilities to address. I will address the security pins you are most likely
encounter, and that should help you to understand the types of approaches you should take
when you know there are security pins in the lock you are picking. One of the most popular
types of security pins you will find are spool pins. These security pins are the go to for most
lock manufacturers. This shape has the pin catch on the ledge caused by the imperfect pin
chamber orientation. The driver pin gets hung up on at the shear line, without ever clearing it,
but the spring tension will feel as if it is gone. When you get a false set with a spool pin, you will
be able to see and feel a significant amount of rotation from the plug. This is because the thin
part of the spool is allowing for rotation while still jamming between the bible and plug. Simply
lighten your tension and push on the pin so that the pin can squeak past the ridge long enough
to not catch on the ledge until it has cleared the shear line. You might drop other pins as a
result of this lessening of tension, or overset a key pin so that it is jammed at the shear line. So
be patient and precise. The rotation of the plug will not be as dramatic, as it happens gradually
and not all at once. But even with a different method of detection, they are picked successfully

and unsuccessfully the same ways as spool pins. One of the most complicated security pins are
serrated pins, which you have probably gathered, are serrated. This means that they are ribbed,
getting thin then extending like several spool pins stacked and compacted. This makes them
very difficult to detect. They might also make other pins feel as though they are binding. When it
feels like other pins are ready to bind, while they are not, the sensation is that you have found
the next step in the binding order, but cannot set the next pin. When everything feels like it
should be going right, but nothing is, it is time to start anticipating serrated pins. Then it is time
to ease off pressure and work the pins again. These false sets are the reason that raking is
rarely effective on locks that use security pins. This is one of the reasons there is a debate
between the effectiveness of raking vs. You can rake the lock to a false set, but then it is time to
find the binding order and work with each pin, one at a time. Remember, when you are working
with the pins that you should never remove tension all together. You need to lessen the tension
while still maintaining it. And make sure the lessening is not severe. The more severely you
ease off the tension, the more likely you are to drop pins. The more pins you drop, the more
time you will need to spend re-picking the lock. I just want to briefly discuss some different
methods of opening locks. It is up for debate as to whether or not some of these methods are
technically lock picking. But I would say they are. Lock picking is most simply defined as the
manipulation of the components of a lock without the use of the working key. However, these
methods below are not as straightforward as the simple way or even the hard way and require
more understanding and tools for effective use. Though I will not go into too much depth, I think
it is important to know about the other lock picking options. How to pick locks is not something
that can simply be reduced to a few methods, each with a couple of steps. And for that reason,
these additional lock picking methods serve to illustrate the complexity of lock picking. Now
that you are familiar with raking, as described in the How To Pick Locks: The Simple Way
section, you can better understand how pick guns work. Whether the picks guns are manual or
electric , they still need a tension wrench, because they are working like a rake. The pick gun
knocks the pins upwards similar to a bump key as you move the pick in and out of the keyway
similar to a rake. The idea being that this will semi-automation will make picking faster. You will
need to set the device for how much you want them to move up and down. If the gun does not
pop the pins high enough, they cannot set, and it will over-set pins if the setting is too high.
Because this method does not give the different pin stacks individual attention, it is unlikely to
be effective when the lock has security pins. A bump key works a bit like a pick gun, but with no
need for tension. As you are trying to turn the key, you strike it with a hammer. The hope is that
the driver pins will jump up into the bible as the key is hit with the hammer. In that instant, the
shear line will be clear, and the key can momentarily turn the plug. A bump key is a key that fits
inside the keyway and has every groove cut to the lowest possible depth for that make and
model of lock. You will need a specific bump key depending on the lock you are trying to open.
For more insight into bump keys, you can pick up additional information in articles we have
about how to prevent lock bumping and how bump keys work on cars. Much like raking and
pick guns, the attempt to move multiple pins at once makes this method less likely to work on
locks with security pins. When lock pickers talk about bypassing, they differentiate it from lock
picking because you are often not manipulating the lock components that interact with the key.
What you are doing is bypassing the standard operation of the lock with a direct manipulation
of the unlocking mechanism. These methods vary, but you can see a few examples in the list of
locks that only offer the appearance of security. In order to find bypasses, you can research
existing bypasses that others have discovered, or research how the lock works on a mechanical
level. But these methods take specific research. It does not matter how complicated a lock is if
it can be bypassed. Security pins do not make a lock secure if they can be avoided. To protect
against bypasses, a lock needs to know about the specific bypass technique, then take
measures to defend against it. How the lock is secured can greatly affect how you will have to
approach the lock picking. As stated earlier, deadbolts, door knobs, and padlocks can all be pin
tumbler locks. And each one is going to have their own issues. Padlocks will often be loose on
a chain, which means you will need to be able to pick them in hand. Lock picking in hand can
take some practice as you try to find the right positions for holding your tools and the lock. Not
every padlock can be disassembled, so you may not have the option to pick it as an exposed
core. And if you do not have a vice, there is not any simple way to mount the padlock. Many
lock pickers enjoy taking the lock core out of the padlock or deadbolt. This means that you will
have the bible and plug without any other type of cylinder housing. With an exposed lock core,
you are not getting the real feeling of what it is like to pick the lock in the wild. But if you are
picking locks without any care for practical lock picking, this is fine. It is also a method of
removing some of the noise and just focusing on the lock picking aspect of the lock. You can
start by picking the exposed core and then try picking them in their natural housing. When a

lock cannot be moved, such as in the case of door knobs and deadbolts, lock picking can
become a little more straightforward. It is like working with the lock in a vice. You can mount
standard locks in planks of wood or faux doors. This is perfect when you are trying to improve
your locksmith skills. Lock picking is for professional locksmiths and lock picking hobbyists. It
is never intended to be used for illegal activity. But more than just the intention of use, there are
restrictions beyond what you do. In the United States, there are many things to know about how
lock picking is treated by the letter of the law. Most states do not take an interest in the
ownership of lock picking tools unless you are a criminal. In the states of Nevada, Virginia,
Ohio, and Mississippi, the possession of lock picks may be used as evidence. And that means
in a manner of speaking that the evidence is assumed to be correct in its presumption until
proven otherwise. Other than those states, you also need to worry about North Carolina,
Tennessee, Illinois, and Kansas. All of these laws have very specific restrictions on the
ownership of lock picking tools. If you live in any of these states, you need to research your
specific lock pick laws. In terms of the countries that definitely restrict the ownership of lock
picks there is Japan, Poland, and Hungary. If you live in or are visiting any of these countries,
there are fines and jail time associated with having lock picking in your possession. You should
make sure that you are always complying with your local lock pick laws , even when you are
traveling with lock picks. The first rule is straightforward. It exists so that you are never accused
of anything ethically questionable. Get permission or have ownership over the lock. Everything
else opens you up to trouble. Never picking a lock that is in use is a little less self-explanatory,
but it stems from concerns about how repeated lock picking will damage a lock. This is
especially true when you are first trying to learn how to pick locks. Initial mistakes with lock
picking can jam the lock, and pins can wear out as a result of extensive picking. When a
professional locksmith opens your door with lock picks, they are only doing it once and with full
knowledge of what they are doing. Little things like security pins and the orientation of a lock
might throw you for a loop sometimes. But sometimes you can fail to pick a lock you have
picked before. This might be because the lock is broken. As already stated, you can break a
lock by picking it repeatedly. You might have a lock that is the same make and model as a lock
you have picked, but the binding order and key bitting have made the pins hard to access in the
way you are used to. There are even times when you can just lose your skills. You can get stuck
for seemingly no reason. In any case, it is always good to take a break and step back from the
situation. Try to assess what is happening, and re-devote yourself to the essentials of lock
picking. There is a lot to know when you are trying to find out how to pick locks. Locks can be
incredibly complicated, but lock picking can be very simple. Begin by understanding the
mechanics of a standard lock. Know how a key works. Then apply the basics of manipulation to
that understanding. After all of that, make sure that you understand the tools and methods you
need for effective lock picking. And never break the law or the basic rules of lock picking. If you
can do all of that, you can pick locks. Category: How To's , Lock Picking. Lock Blog A resource
for consumers, locksmiths, and security professionals. Please enable JavaScript to view the
comments powered by Disqus. Search for:. Get free useful tips and resources delivered directly
to your inbox. Email No charge. Unsubscribe anytime. Need a locksmith? Schedule an
appointment today. All Rights Reserved. Masterlock padlocks are frequently used to secure
safes, lockers, gates, and chains. These locks use a pin tumbler lock, with a cylinder kept in
place by five pins, and can be picked using the raking method. These locks are considered a
good starting place for those learning how to pick a lock. Follow the steps below to learn how to
open a Masterlock padlock. Anyone who had a locker in high school has likely used a
combination lock. These locks typically have a three-number combination, requiring you to turn
the dial while stopping on the specific numbers. Using the steps below, you can learn how to
pick combination locks with no tools needed! ABUS is an international manufacturer of
advanced locking systems. While their padlocks are designed using pin tumbler locks, they are
known for being difficult to pick. Lever handle locks, also known as letter box locks, are
frequently used to secure mail boxes, home and office doors, and some safes. These bolt-based
locks use a set of levers to keep the bolt from moving. Each lever needs to be lifted to a certain
height to free the bolt. Follow the steps below to learn how to pick a lock with a lever handle.
Few things are worse than locking yourself out of your vehicle, especially if you are in a remote
area with no help near at hand. But take heart: There are ways to get into your locked vehicle
without smashing a window. With a simple tool called a slim jim, you can easily get back into
your vehicle without a key and, just as important, without damaging the vehicle. Keep in mind,
however, that certain makes and models of vehicle - especially newer ones - require tools other
than slim jims. It's no fun being locked out of a building - especially if you've been locked out of
your own home. Sometimes, it can even involve a potentially dangerous situation, such as when
a pet or young child is locked inside and you don't have a key. Whether you've forgotten or lost

your keys or can't get into your home or some other building due to some other reason, don't
despair. There are ways to pick a deadbolt to get back into that place you own, rent or have
other legitimate access to. At best, it's a hassle to be locked out of a room or a house, whether
you accidentally locked the doorknob, forgot your key or some other sequence of unfortunate
events left you without access to a room or even to your entire home or other structure. At
worst, it can even be a threatening situation, such as if a loved one or pet is in danger behind a
locked door, you don't have a key handy and you need to get in as fast as possible. Fortunately,
there are ways to unlock a locked doorknob without having a key readily available. Powered by
Miva. Types of Locks and How to Pick them How to Open a Masterlock Masterlock padlocks are
frequently used to secure safes, lockers, gates, and chains. Use the palm of one hand to hold
the padlock, and with the fingers of the same hand, apply and hold light torque with the tension
wrench in a clockwise direction. With your other hand, slide the pick into the upper keyhole and
"rake" using an in-and-out motion, while applying upward pressure on the pins. You can also
use an up-and-down motion inside the keyhole to apply pressure. You should hear a series of
clicks as the upper pins pop upward and set. When all the pins have clicked into place, turn the
cylinder clockwise with the tension wrench to unlock the padlock. How to Pick Combination
Locks Anyone who had a locker in high school has likely used a combination lock. Stop on the
zero. Apply upward tension to the shackle and turn the dial clockwise. Slowly release shackle
pressure until there is only one point the dial "sticks" at. Round up to the nearest whole
number, then add five. This will give you the first number in the combination. Add a little tension
to the shackle and turn the dial counterclockwise. Eventually the dial will hit a stopping point.
Repeat step 2. If you make it multiple turns without resistance, go back to your stopping point
from step 5, add tension, and repeat. When you've found your new stopping point, round up to
the nearest whole number. This is the second number in the combination. Clear the lock, and
starting at zero, apply lots of shackle tension and slowly turn the dial clockwise until it "sticks"
between two numbers. Write down the number in the middle of this range, release a little
tension, and repeat until you've gone around the dial. Remove any fractional numbers. Of the
remaining numbers, all but one should end in the same digit. The "oddball" is the third number
in your combination. Use your newly found combination to unlock the lock. Figure out which
way you need to turn the cylinder. Do this by using the tension wrenches to turn the cylinder
both clockwise and counterclockwise. The cylinder will only turn fractionally in either direction,
but will stop abruptly when you turn it the wrong way, while there will be more give if you turn it
the right way. When you've found the correct direction, apply and hold light torque with the
tension wrenches. Slide the hook pick into the upper keyhole and press upward on each pin.
Find the pin that's the hardest to push up. Push this stubborn pin upwards. When you hear a
click, it means the upper pin has "set". If you can then push the lower pin up a little with no
resistance, then you have likely set the upper pin. Repeat Step 5 for the remaining pins.
Continue to apply torque with the wrenches, so the set pins don't drop pack down. When you've
set all the pins, turn the cylinder with the tension wrenches and unlock the lock. How to Pick a
Lever Handle Lock Lever handle locks, also known as letter box locks, are frequently used to
secure mail boxes, home and office doors, and some safes. Most lever handle locks will have
either three or five levers. Remove the pick and insert the tension wrench into the lower
keyhole, and find the notch in the bolt. When you do, set the tension wrench here and begin
turning either clockwise or counterclockwise, depending on the lock's orientation. When the
bolt stops turning, use the wrench to hold it in place with moderate tension. Reinsert the pick
and push upwards on each lever until you find the one hardest to lift. Slowly lift this lever until
the bolt moves slightly and the lever stops moving. You have now "set" the lever to the correct
height for the bolt to slide through. Repeat step 4 for each of the remaining levers. When you
have set all the levers, use the tension wrench to turn the bolt and unlock the door. How to Pick
a Car Lock Few things are worse than locking yourself out of your vehicle, especially if you are
in a remote area with no help near at hand. Feel around for the lever by moving the slim jim.
This will require some time, because different kinds of vehicles have levers in different places.
Be patient. When you find the lever with your slim jim, manipulate the lever to unlock the door.
Carefully remove the slim jim. How to Pick a Deadbolt It's no fun being locked out of a building especially if you've been locked out of your own home. Turn the tension wrench, using steady
pressure and keeping pins from falling back. Put the pick into the top of the deadbolt keyhole
and push the pins up, making sure to keep them up with the tension wrench. When the deadbolt
opens, remove the tension wrench and pick. How to Pick a Doorknob Lock At best, it's a hassle
to be locked out of a room or a house, whether you accidentally locked the doorknob, forgot
your key or some other sequence of unfortunate events left you without access to a room or
even to your entire home or other structure. Turn the tension wrench to find out whether you
need to rotate it clockwise or counterclockwise. It will move more easily in the direction it needs

to go. Insert the pick above the tension wrench and feel for the pins. Put gentle, steady force on
the pin the farthest away from the wrench until you hear it click or feel it move into place.
Repeat this process with each pin as you move toward the one closest to the tension wrench,
making sure to keep steady pressure on the tension wrench. Turn the tension wrench, open the
door and remove the wrench and pin. Need Help? Have Questions? Contact Us! We will do our
best to handle your concerns or questions within 24 hours. Phonetic spelling mp3. Good
because this beginner's guide to lock picking has helped thousands learn the art of lock picking
and it will help you too! Lock picking is not rocket science and if you take the time to read this
lock picking manual fully, you'll learn how to pick a lock very quickly. That I promise. As you
will come to see, locks are extremely stupid creatures that put up little defense against anyone
trying to bypass themâ€”with that, let us get started. So what exactly is lock picking? Simply
put, lock picking is a non-destructive way to open a lock without using the original key. This can
be done through a variety of different ways, but all have the same goal in mindâ€”to mimic the
key by using something other than the key. This is done by first understanding how a lock itself
works. There are many different types of locks utilized today, but all are based on fairly simple
conceptsâ€”remember, locks are stupid creatures. For the purpose of this guide, we will be
focusing on the most basic and commonly used lock, the pin tumbler lock. It is also often
thought that learning how to pick a lock requires some Zen-like focus. That you must sit quietly
in some candlelit room for hours upon hours to find any success at the craft of lock picking. But
it is, in fact, quite the opposite. The basic concepts and techniques of lock picking can be
learned and applied easily within minutes. Now with very little effort, you could take that top
piece and slide it along the top of the bottom piece and it would move freely with very little
resistance. However, if you took a pencil and stuck it through both pieces of paper, they would
become bound to each other and would no longer be able to move independently of one
another. Essentially, they would become "locked" to each other. This little paper model, as
demonstrated above, is the simplest example of how most locks function. But let's dive a little
deeper and take a closer look at what is truly occurring. Obviously, the two pieces of paper are
bound to each other because there is a pencil crammed through both of them. However, what is
also true, and more important to note, is that we have also obstructed the space between
themâ€” that is the line that separates the two pieces of paper. This line is what we refer to as
the shear line and is the absolute foundation of how all locks work and, as we will soon see, the
key to defeating them! The moment that we remove that obstructionâ€”the pencilâ€”from the
shear line, the two pieces of paper will once again be able to move freely. But locks aren't flat
and they sure as hell aren't made from paper and pencils, so let's change a few things and add a
few more components to this simple lock and see what we get. There are a ton of different types
of locks roaming the world todayâ€”from the tubular locks that you find on vending machines to
combination locks securing safes. But of all these different types of locks, only one is king, the
pin tumbler lock! Additionally, if you can learn to pick a pin tumbler lock, you can essentially
transfer that skill to any other type of lock in one way or another! These two reasons alone
make the pin tumbler the best type of lock to begin your lock picking journey! With that, let's
dive a little deeper into how the pin tumbler lock works! These locks are made up of 6 primary
components that we affect while picking. Let's quickly go over each of them! This part is
typically what slides into a door or padlock. If you jump back to our simple paper lock above,
the cylinder of the pin tumbler lock is the top piece of paper if it were wrapped around the rest
of the lock. The cylinder creates the upper limit of the shear line and can also be referred to as
the shell, housing, or body of the lock. The plug is the bottom piece of paper from our simple
lock. However, rather than shearing across a flat surface like in our simple lock, the plug is a
cylinder that rotates freely within the housing, creating a rotational shear line. The front of the
plug is also where the key is inserted and on the back is either a cam or tailpiece which retracts
the latch and opens the lock when rotated. The plug creates the bottom limit of the shear line!
The shear line is nothing more than the gap between the housing and the plug. Just like in the
simple lock above, it is the conceptual line in which the plug rotates in the housing. Only when
the shear line has been cleared of any obstructions will the plug once again be able to rotate
freely. The shear line is one of the most important concepts to understand when it comes to
lock picking! In the pin tumbler lock, there are typically two types of pins. This is done by using
a variety of different length pins and then cutting a key that matches those pin lengths. If you
look at any key, you will notice that there are high spots and low spots. The driver pins are the
upper set of pins whose job is to obstruct the shear line. They are basically the pencil from our
simple lock above! Unlike the key pins, the driver pins are usually all the same length. Last up is
the springs and they have two jobs. Their first job is to force everything down into the plug and
keep the driver pins at the shear line when there is no key in the lock. Their second job is to
push the key pins against the key, which helps read the cuts. Without the springs, the pins

could get stuck anywhere in the pin chamber, which could make using a key impossible. In
short, the key has removed all obstructionsâ€”the pinsâ€”from the shear line! In essence, lock
picking is simply the act of mimicking the key by manipulating the pins to the same state they
would be at if the correct key were inserted. But how do we do that? How can we hope to keep
four or five pins from obstructing the shear line without the constant pressure of the key? How
do we keep them from falling back into the plug? No matter how hard you try, you can never
create two things exactly the same. In some way, there will always be something different
between themâ€” perfection is impossible! This also applies to the manufacturing of locks and
their components. No two locks, pins, nor springs are the same. They will always vary in some
way from each other and their original design. However, because of this variance, things will
never fit together perfectly and there will always be some degree of slop between components.
But it is this slop that gives us the ability to pick locks and when it comes to the pin tumbler
lock, the imperfect drilling of the pin chambers is what makes lock picking truly possible!
During the production of the plug, the pin chambers are drilled down an imaginary centerline so
that they are lined up perfectly with each other. But remember, nothing can be done perfectly
and as a result, these pin chambers are drilled slightly off-center and are misaligned from one
another. There is a concept that we lock pickers call "binding. But because the driver pins are
still at the shear line they will stop the rotation of the plug and in the process become bound
between the housing and the plug. This is binding. However, because of inaccurate drilling,
some pins will bind before others. The furthest pin off-center in the direction of rotation will be
the first pin to bind and stop the rotation of the plug. This pin that is the first to bind is what we
call "the binding pin. If you have to, read through this section once more and be absolutely
certain that you understand the concept of the binding pin, and maybe check out our dedicated
article on binding order. As you'll see in a moment the binding pin is the literal key to lock
picking! Before we jump into the actual process of picking a lock, let's cover the essentials of
lock picking tools! Lock picking tools are often one of the most confusing and daunting parts
about getting started in this awesome craft. With so many different types of lock picks and
random-looking gizmos, choosing your first set of lock picking tools can be a real pain in the
assâ€”but it doesn't have to be. The truth is, you don't need very many tools to get started or
progress at lock picking. Even advanced pickers only use a few different picksâ€”even if they
own hundreds of tools to choose from. Some even get away picking simple locks using simple
bobby pins. When it comes to picking the pin tumbler lock, there are only three different types
of tools:. Every tool out there falls under one of these three categories. So let's briefly cover
each and look at a good beginner set that has everything you need to get a running start at lock
picking! Hooks are narrow and pointy types of lock picks that are very pinpoint and precise
within the lock. This precision makes them ideal weapons for single pin picking where you are
required to locate and manipulate one pin at a time. There are a variety of different styles of
hooks that range from different lengths to different shapes. However, all perform the same task
of manipulating individual pins one at a time. Rakes are basically the opposite of the hook. They
are typically erratic looking and are designed with a ton of humps and bumps that helps them
manipulate as many pins as possible in the shortest amount of time. This makes them ideal for
raking where you rapidly and randomly pull them across the pins with the goal of setting
multiple pins at once. Just like the hook, there is a wide variety of rakes. However, all perform
the same task of manipulating multiple pins at the same time. Funny enough the most important
lock picking tool is one very few non-pickers know about. The tensioning tool is used to apply
torque to the plug and bind the pins. Without this tool, lock picking is impossible. There are
several different styles of tensioning tools that all perform the task of applying "tension" to the
lock's plug. However, the absolute best type to start with is called the "straight tension wrench"
as shown above. I highly recommend grabbing several different sizes for different sized locks
and keyways! It provides you with an excellent selection of lock picks and tensioning
toolsâ€”all of which are in surgical grade stainless steel. The lock picks also include plastic
molded handles that will keep the picks from digging into your fingers. If the GSP Ghost set
doesn't tickle your pickle, I would highly suggest looking for a set that has a similar setup!
Before we move on I do wish to note that it's far better to own a few high-quality lock picks than
it is to own a bunch of crappy ones. Buy quality and stay far away from Amazon lock picks! You
can get a quality set of pick for cheaper from manufacturers like Peterson, Sparrows, or
SouthOrd that will serve you far better! It's finally time to learn how to use your first toolâ€” the
tension wrench! You begin by placing the tension wrench into the bottom of the keyway and
applying a very light degree of force in the direction that the key would turn to disengage the
lockâ€”typically clockwise. Also, by light force, I mean something similar to the amount of force
that it takes to press a key on your keyboard. It's that light. This light degree of forceâ€”or
tensionâ€”is typically enough to create a binding pin. This is where you learn the importance of

the binding pin! If you take a pick and lift that binding pin to the shear lineâ€”or the height that
the correct key would lift it toâ€”the bind will break and the plug will continue to rotate ever so
slightly until it binds on another pinâ€”the next binding pin. Because the plug slightly rotates
when the driver pin passes the shear line, there is a small ledge that is produced by the plug
that the driver pin can set on. This is called "setting a pin" and as a result, the driver pin stays
above the shear line and out of the plug! Lock picking is simply the act of creating binding pins
and setting them at the shear line. It really is as simple as that! So now that we fully understand
the purpose of the binding pin and what we are trying to accomplish within the lock, we can
finally start cramming our picks into some keyways and learn once and for all how to pick a
lock! Alright, now that all the conceptual crap is out of the way, we can finally take a crack at
actually picking a lock with our first style of lock picking â€” single pin picking! Single pin
picking, or SPP for short, is the style of lock picking in which you locate and set one pin at a
time and is considered the purest form of lock picking. While SPP is not always the quickest
method of bypassing a lock, it is the most reliable and most skillful. If you truly wish to get good
at lock picking, focusing on single pin picking is the quickest route to developing your lock
picking skills. Remember, to set pins at the shear line and successfully pick a lock, you have to
apply a light rotational force to the plug and create your first binding pin. To do so, start by
inserting the short end of your tension wrench into the bottom of the keyway and applying very
light tension to the plug. Be certain to maintain this force on your tension wrench throughout
the entire process of picking the lock. Because the binding pin will have more "binding" force
on it than the other pins, the binding pin will be stiffer and harder to lift than the other
non-binding pins. So basically, you are just looking for a pin that is not loose! Insert your hook
type pick all the way into the lock and locate the rearmost pin. Very gently begin to lift each pin
and gauge how it feels. Continue to probe each pin until you find the pin that doesn't feel like
the others and is more difficult to move. Gently lift the binding pin until you feel a slight rotation
on the plug or hear an audible click. Either of these two indicators typically indicates a
successfully set driver pin! Repeat the same steps of gently lifting each pin until you once again
locate another pin that feels stiff and difficult to move. As before, gently continue to lift that pin
until you feel a slight rotation on the plug or hear an audible click. Continue the process of
locating binding pins and lifting them to the shear line. Once every pin has been set, there will
no longer be any obstruction to the shear line the plug will fully rotate and the lock will open!
Raking is a very volatile and radical style of picking whose goal is to bump as many pins to the
shear line as possible in the quickest amount of time. While it can be a lot of fun and is a very
quick method of bypassing many basic locks, it will only get you so far and can become almost
worthless when you start getting into locks with additional security features such as sidebars
and security pins. There are several different types of raking. The method we are going to cover
is called scrubbing and is basically the same motion as brushing our teeth! Insert the short end
of your tension wrench into the bottom of the keyway and apply a very light force to the plug!
Next, insert your rake all the way to the rear of the lock and gently lift upward so that your pick
slightly lifts the pins. With a decent amount of speed begin to scrub the pins as if you are
scrubbing the top of your teeth with your toothbrush. Change the angle, the height, and the
speed of your pick as you rake. If the lock doesn't open with 10 seconds, release tension to
reset the lock begin again. It's very common to have to reset the lock several times before you
successfully rake a lock. If you still can't manage to rake your lock, try to apply slightly heavier
or lighter tension. Raking is truly more about applying the right tension than it is about lock pick
control! The greatest deterrent of those interested in lock picking is not the skill itself, but its
legality. In the eyes of society, lock picking has an extremely negative bias attached to it. But in
truth, owning and utilizing a set of lock picks is legal in most states and countries, so long as
you have permission from the owner of the lock. For those living in the United States, here is an
interactive map containing current lock picking laws. Hover over your state to check the legality
of possessing lock picks and click to read relevant law excerpts. Also, be sure to check out our
awesome new article that goes in more depth about the legality of lock picking. It's not too long
and is totally worth the read. Knowing your laws is the best way to protect yourself against an
unfortunate situation with the law! Stay safe! Alright, with the main lock picking instructions out
of the way, let's answer some other lock picking related questions that many beginners
haveâ€”but let's do so in a rapid-fire format. If you have any questions about how to pick locks,
lock picking techniques, or even how to use lock picks, be sure to leave me a comment below! I
use that feedback to write new guides and articles and update this guide! Lock picking is a very
easy skill to learn and with a dozen or so hours of practice, you will find that most basic locks
are very easy to pick. However, the journey into learning lock picking doesn't stop here. There
are hundreds, if not thousands, of different types of pin tumbler locks out there in the world.
Many of these locks pose different challenges for you to learn and overcome. So while learning

lock picking is easy, mastering it takes dedication and practice! The quickest and easiest way to
pick a lock is by raking â€”which is covered in this lock picking guide. Raking requires far less
time and practice to learn and use than other methods of lock picking. Raking is an awesome
and extremely important skill to develop as a lock picker, but it is important to note that not all
locks can be raked. So while it is the quickest and easiest method of lock picking, it is also one
that is best used on basic lock without any additional security featuresâ€”such as security pins.
Homemade lock picks can be made out of anything that is thin enough to fit into the keyway of a
lock and strong enough to lift pins without bending. Great examples of such materials are
bobby pins , paperclips , or even the wire off an old bra. Check out our full guide on 15 materials
for homebrew lock picks! However, while these improvised materials work great in a pinch, they
don't always work on all locks nor do they help you develop your skill as effectively as a real set
of lock picks. Sadly it is not possible to pick a lock without any sort of tool. To pick a lock you
need at minimum something to use as a tension wrench and something to use as a pick. As
discussed in the answer above, these tools don't need to be professional lock picking tools. But
to pick a lock, you absolutely need something to use as tools. With this lock picking guide, you
easily learn to pick any pin tumbler lockâ€”padlocks, door locks, lockboxesâ€”that doesn't
include any additional security features suchâ€”such as security pins. To learn more about how
to pick security pins, check out this guide. The fact is that you should never pick locks that are
in use â€”such as home or apartment locks. Locks are not designed to be picked and
sometimes picking them can damage them. Additionally, ONLY pick locks that you have the
permission from the owner to pick. A less obvious example of breaking this rule is picking
apartment locks. Unless you have permission from the landlord that owns that lock, legally and
ethically, you do not have the right to pick it. In this lock picking guide, we only covered the two
main styles of lock pickingâ€”single pin picking and raking. Really the only difference between
picking padlocks and door-based locks is that one is mounted on a door and one can be held
and angled in your hand. Each takes a slightly different approach, but is picked in the exact
same way! I hope this guide successfully helped you learn how to pick a lock and revealed to
you that lock picking is not as difficult as it may first seem. That lock picking is nothing more
than taking advantage of manufacturing defects and mimicking the function of the key! I hope
you see that getting started in the awesome craft doesn't require a ton of tools. A high-quality
lock pick set with a few good picks and tensioning tools is all you need to start slaying locks
and progress at this amazing hobby. Lock picking can be a very rewarding skill and I truly hope
you pursue it beyond this simple guide. Be sure to check out our Academy for many more
guides and articles like this one! If you liked this article, be sure to share it with your friends and
if you have any questions or comments, be sure to leave those below! Your email address will
not be published. It's really a complete ultimate guide. It would be easy for any beginner to
understand. Thank you keep it up! As a 55 year old man, who grew up as a boy around several
very capable locksmiths, this page full of information is just terrific. While locksmithing is more
or less becoming a antiquated endeavor, simply due to the drop, in price for new hardware
versus repairing or re-keying existing equipment. The art and interest in lock picking for
personal hobby and conquest has remained a very satisfying past time for me. I have kept up to
date and added to my gear arsenal over the years, so as to stay relevant with modern locks and
the vintage ones also. The use of thorough explanation coupled with exploded view animation
on this site , has really helped me and others stay sharp. I have used my skills many times to
help others in need, and have planted the seed of interest in a few individuals as well. Keep up
the good work and thanks for the free refresher courses. After getting a set of picks on Amazon,
before I read this and heard elsewhere that they are junk, I am awaiting a rather nice set from
Law Lock which should arrive in a day or two. This article is great! You do a great job of
explaining everything very clearly and concisely in addition to the animation and illustration.
Like anything else, when one is learning something new, it is so benefitial when they have a
comprehensive resource which they trust. I hope to read and view more of your material. Lock
picking is an essential survival skill. When i was in Panama and the cartels were chasing me I
digress. Learn it it could save your life all jokes aside. Nice clear explanations. Explaining the
WHY is key to understanding. Great job. I am ready to buy my set of lock picking tools. Forgot
your password? Lost your password? Please enter your email address. You will receive mail
with link to set new password. May 21, Pin Tumbler Lock Picking. Ready to learn how to pick a
lock? Is that a yes? The Plug. The Shear Line The shear line is nothing more than the gap
between the housing and the plug. Key Pins. Driver Pins The driver pins are the upper set of
pins whose job is to obstruct the shear line. The Springs. Because there is a binding defect, one
pin will bind before the rest and with more force. Note: If you can no longer find a binding pin,
you have likely overset or underset a pin. Release the tension to let the pins drop and restart the
process over again. If you still can't find a binding pin, try applying slightly more force to the

plug! Important Note: Be careful with your tension with raking. While you can get away with
heavier tension during single pin picking, too much tension while raking can result in a broken
pick. Please Note: This chart is specific to lock pick possession. Also, note that we are not
lawyers and do not offer legal advice. We do our best to represent the current laws on this chart
and keep it updated, however, do not guarantee its accuracy. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Thank you. Want More? Okay, so you've lost the key to
your I mean your daughter's diary and you need to pick the lock. You've come to the right place!
We are going to cover three different tools that can be used to pick a diary lock without a key.
Struggling to make it fit? Whether it is a small padlock or a tiny keyway, this guide will help you
fit and maneuver your tools within the tiniest of spaces! Well, today is your lucky day. Lock
picking, however, can come into play in one's home security, but often not in a way that many
think. One of the great benefits of learning the skill of lock picking is the unique insight into
security that it grants you. We bring you our top five actionable steps to prevent becoming one
of these statistics. Monthly Questions and Answers 1. This month's questions are about pick
selection for deadbolts, which direction to tension a lock, and why people use lock picking
vises! Let's get to it! Ratyoke is known throughout the entire world for making the best lock
picks in the history of Locksmithing and Locksport. Pick With Confidence! Get Involved.
Connect with thousands of other lock pickers in our FREE online community. Get Started. Sign
in. Remember me. Log in. Reset password. Shopping Cart. There are no products in the cart!
Continue Shopping. More engineering projects Everything I make. I locked myself out of my
house the other day It would've been easy enough to break a window, but hey it's my own
home. So I decided to try and pick my way in. I used a pair of garden shears to cut up a hose
clamp which I used as a pick and tension wrench. Even though it was a very crude piece of
work, it did the job! So I decided to polish my impromptu lock picks into something more
presentable. Now that I'm not locked out of my home, I was able to use these things to make a
simple lock pick and tension wrench: Hose clamp Dremel Sugru Pliers Vice Safety gear Don't
have a Dremel? Like I said, I made picks using rusty garden shears, so I'm sure you can be
resourceful, too. I've entered this into the Spy Contest. These may not be the most
sophisticated lock picks, but a spy must be ever resourceful when a situation becomes dire like
locking oneself out of one's own home This is just an example of how I made some simple lock
picks. There are many different designs and materials out there. I hope this Instructable inspires
you to make something for fun in the way you want, not necessarily copy what I did here. And of
course, use lock picks for entertainment purposes only. I chose to use a hose clamp to make
these lock picks for a few reasons. Hose clamps are made from very thin and rigid steel, which
is ideal for picks, and the slotted part of the band can be easily cut with a Dremel or even good
quality hand tools. Hose clamps are also inexpensive and easy to find at hardware stores. And
perhaps most importantly, it's what I found lying around in my backyard the first time! Begin by
completely unscrewing the hose clamp and laying it flat as shown in the second photo. If you
have a vice, secure the flattened hose clamp in it. I did not have a vice, so I held the clamp in
place with a cinder block. Use the Dremel to cut a thin 5" strip of from the slotted part of the
hose clamp. Hold the loose end of the clamp with pliers. And of course, use safety goggles,
dust mask, and protective gloves. Next, use the Dremel to clean up the pick 2nd picture. If you
don't have a Dremel, use a file. Use pliers to give the end of the pick a slight upward bend. I also
ground one of the ends of the pick into a semi-circle - this helps the pick get under the pins 3rd
picture. With the hose clamp still in the vice or smooshed in place by a cinder block , cut
another 5" off for the tension wrench picture 2. Use the Dremel one more time to cut a few of the
'teeth' off of the end of the hose clamp picture 3. Finally, use a pair of pliers to bend the end of
the tension wrench picture 4. Use the Dremel or file to clean up any rough edges this is only
necessary for the parts that are inserted into the lock because the rest will be covered in Sugru.
I also bent the end of my pick just because it allows for a better grip. Finally, apply Sugru to any
part of the pick and wrench that will not be inserted into the lock. Rub a small amount of dish
soap over the Sugru to achieve a smooth texture. As a novice lock picker, being able to easily
grip the picks greatly reduces hand fatigue. It's also just plain comfy, and hey, who doesn't like
to use Sugru at every possible opportunity? Let the Sugru cure overnight, and then you're
finished! Here's a short clip of the lock picks being used on a cheap 4-pin padlock I bought at a
thrift store for practice:. There are a hundred ways to make a good lock pick - this Instructable
is simply what worked best for me with the tools and skills I possess. However I'm sure there
are better ways to make lock picks. More than a step-by-step tutorial, this Instructable should be
used as a jumping point for your own creative designs. Maybe it would be a good idea to leave
one of the 'teeth' at the end of the pick to help push the pins out of the tumbler. I've also read
that grinding an allen wrench or screwdriver down to key-width makes for a good pick. Tip 5
months ago. I have used bike spokes, you smash them with a hammer on an anvil, also metal

inside used wiper blades is great. Reply 4 years ago. The cool thing about hacksaw blades is
you can get em in various widths including but not limited to 0. Also you can get different
grades of steel. I hope this helps , enjoy? Nice 'structable, and congrats on your success first
time in. Just goes to show that locks are only for keeping honest people honest Reply 8 years
ago on Introduction. I heard that once but that doesn't sound very true after reading about
lock-picking. Reply 5 years ago. I am oversimplifying this a bit, but not much. However, to
someone who is VERY well practiced and continues to practice regularly and skilled as well,
most locks are not an impediment. It comes back to the old adage "Locks are to keep honest
people honest. Reply 6 years ago on Introduction. The whole idea of picking a lock is to use the
picks and wrench as a key. So if it opens with a key it CAN be picked I find dead locks easier
than ordinary locks as the heaviness of the mechanism allows the use of less finnese. Reply 5
years ago on Introduction. You are thinking of a deadbolt which of course can be picked so long
as there is a lock cylinder some are only a thumbturn on the interior and have no external
cylinder or access. A deadlock , however, is an internal mechanism which prevents the
movement of the bolt and is not attached to any external mechanism s , with the only physical
interface being an actuator of some sort that is located on the interior side only. And regardless
of it only being on the interior, it is just a knob, slider, button or similar, there is absolutely
nothing to pick. Most deadbolts i have ever tried to pick has been fairly easy assuming i have
my full LP kit, a lot of american deadbolts can be pretty easily bi passed which a pro would try
first. Bi passing is quicker,easier,and more efficient. Also someone mentioned bump keys in an
above comment. Bump keys take A LOT of practice and are very loud. A five pound hammer
would be quicker and one single loud thump attracts way less attention. Thieves are thieves bec
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ause they are lazy. Picking a lock takes work. I like the Sugru handles, too, but you didn't have
Sugru with the garden shears for the first ones you made, did you? No, I didn't - after scraping
my hands up quite a bit I found a rag and wrapped it around the pick and wrench. More by the
author:. About: I'm a writer, maker, and educator who's on a mission to better the world through
hands-on engineering projects. Check out my work: More engineering projects Everything I
make I locked myself out of my house the other day Finalist in the Spy Challenge View Contest.
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Gandalf The Great Gamer Tip 5 months
ago. Reply Upvote. Random gamer 1 year ago. I think hacksaw blades would be the way to go.
Great instructable very intuitive. Jack of Most Trades 8 years ago on Introduction.
BrendanTheSequeira adam Reply 5 years ago. RobbieR1 mce Reply 6 years ago on
Introduction. I'm curious How much does the segru dampen feedback from the pin stacks?

